Welcome to Kusatsu Onsen

Kusatsu Onsen is one of Japan’s top three hot springs, boasts the largest natural water flow. More than 32,300 litres of spring water gush out every minute!! Thanks to this incredible volume of water that flowing Onsen can be offered for the guests for free in the inns of Kusatsu. Kusatsu is keeping the first place of the “favourite Onsen in Japan” over ten years in a row.

HOW TO GET KUSATSU ONSEN?

ROUTE 1
Ueno station
<<Kusatsu Express 150 min.>>
Naganohara Kusatsuguchi Station
<<JR Bus 25 min.>>
Kusatsu Bus Terminal

ROUTE 2
Tokyo/Ueno station
<<Hokuriku Shinkansen 60 min.>>
Karuizawa Station
<<Kusakaru Bus 60 min.>>
Kusatsu Bus terminal
Naraya  Traditional Japanese Style Inn

Naraya is Japanese style inn RYOKAN of 140 years history, located 1 minute walk from the heart of Kusatsu YUBATAKE.  
Boasts indoor and open-air hot-spring ONSEN baths from the oldest spring in Kusatsu.  
The property has the onsen master who controls the bathwater in a traditional way. 
For his work, Naraya's onsen is silky and melts as it touches your skin, and is said elegant and mild compared to other onsen facilities using the same source.

Kusatsu Now Resort Hotel

Located 15 minutes walk from YUBATAKE, it’s a mountain resort area in Kusatsu and the hotel nestled in the quiet forest "BALZ". 
You can enjoy not only the Japanese culture “hot spring” but also the resort activity such as tennis, swimming, aesthetic salon and karaoke in the hotel. And also skiing and golf can be enjoyed near by the hotel. 
4 dining options --French, Japanese, Chinese cuisine and Buffet-- are available.

Yubatake Souan  Bed & Breakfast

Yubatake Souan is located in just front of Kusatsu’s iconic YUBATAKE Hot Spring Pool, and boasts modern Japanese-western style rooms. 
ASHIYU (foot bath) cafe has variety of menu. You can enjoy and relax soaking your feet in a foot bath while sipping some tea or coffee.